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МЕТОДЫ ОБРАБОТКИ И СИНТЕЗА ИЗОБРАЖЕНИЙ В ОБРАБОТКЕ И 

ГЕНЕРАЦИИ АУДИО 

 

Аннотация: Статья содержит обзор современных методов в обработке 

звуковых последовательностей, в том числе генерации музыки и речи. В работе 

рассмотрены 3 подхода, имеющих хорошие показатели в сравнении с 

имеющимися реализациями. Модели построены на разных типах нейронных 

сетей. Приводится сравнение построенных реализаций. 

Ключевые слова: рекуррентные, сверточные и генеративно-

состязательные нейронные сети, обработка звука, генерация звуковых 

последовательностей, синтез музыки, синтез речи. 

Introduction 

Machine learning has become popular through the automation of a wide range 

of tasks and simplification of human life. Various training methods are used in banking, 

telecommunications companies, consulting, as well as in science, medicine, etc. But 

they can help people not only in such familiar and understandable tasks, but also, for 

example, in creative activity. Artificial intelligence already knows how to talk, draw 

pictures, edit photos and videos. It can also create music, including for commercial 

purposes. 

For example, the AIVA (Artificial Intelligence Virtual Artist) [1] generates 

music in several styles for films, video games, etc. Anyone can feel like a composer 

with the help of this project. The resulting music tracks can be downloaded and edited. 

This product helped to complete the unfinished music piece by composer 

Antonin Dvořák 115 years after his death. The algorithm was trained on a data set that 

contains 30 thousand works, including all the works of the composer. Then people 

selected the most suitable passages for the composer's style and combined them. 

Thus, machine learning methods can develop and complement various spheres 

of human creativity. 

WaveNet 
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WaveNet [2] is a deep neural network designed to generate audio signals in the 

raw format (the format of raw or minimally processed data, for audio files – without 

compression and headers). The network is capable of generating musical works, as well 

as working with speech: generate (in TTS format – text-to-speech), transform and 

improve it. The base of the work was PixelCNN [3] – a convolutional neural network 

for generating images adapted one-dimensional WaveNet from 2-dimensional 

networks for images. The main ingredient of WaveNet is dilated convolution. It is used 

to increase the receptive field without a significant gain of compute capacity and allows 

the network to work efficiently on a larger scale than with vanilla convolution. 

Experiments include multi-speaker speech generation, text-to-speech, music and 

speech recognition. In this review we will focus only on the generation of human 

speech and musical samples. Multi-speaker aimed at free-form speech generation. 

Because the model is not conditioned on text, it generates non-existent but human 

language-like words with realistic sounding intonations. 

Text-To-Speech approach learn on single-speaker speech databases from which 

Google’s TTS systems are built.  WaveNet is compared with another speech 

synthesizers. As result, WaveNet outperformed the baseline statistical parametric and 

concatenative speech synthesizers in both languages: English and Chinese. But the 

network sometimes generates samples that had unnatural prosody by stressing wrong 

words in a sentence. 

For music generation WaveNets learned on two music datasets. It was defined 

that the size of the receptive field was crucial to obtain samples that were produced by 

music. Even with a receptive field of several seconds, the models did not enforce long-

range consistency which resulted in variations in genre, instrumentation, volume and 

sound quality. Nevertheless, the samples were often harmonic and aesthetically 

pleasing. 

Estimation of quality of the received results is quite difficult, therefore, many 

researchers in this field in their work use the method of "blind assessment" by 

independent listeners who put points to different samples on a certain scale. An average 
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rating is compiled. You can listen and evaluate the samples obtained using WaveNet 

using the link [2.2]. 

MelNet 

As in the previous instance, MelNet [4] works similarly to PixelCNN, it has the 

same functions as WaveNet such as the generation of speech and music, but is based 

on Recurrent neural networks. 

The authors of the article [4.1] assert WaveNet model is well adapted for 

modeling local dependencies, but does not capture a higher-level structure. In MelNet 

managed to take this aspect into account by modeling spectrograms, instead of one-

dimensional signals (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1. Spectrogram (on the left) and signal waveform 

The usage of spectrograms in generative models also has minus the loss of the 

local structure of audio samples. To reduce the information loss at the lower level, it is 

necessary to simulate high-resolution spectrograms that have the same dimension as 

the corresponding signals in the time domain. 

The independent experts' assessment of samples generated by the MelNet and 

WaveNet is shown in Figure 2. MelNet illustrates that its samples  have a deeper 

structure for all types of tasks: speech generation in various ways and music. To rate 

MelNet samples quality at [4.2]. 

 
Рисунок 2 – Сравнительная таблица WaveNet и MelNet 
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GANSynth 

GANSynth [5] is the method for generating high-quality sound using Generative 

Adversarial Networks. 

As opposed to standard audio generation models, GANSynth generates the entire 

sequence in parallel, synthesizing samples much faster than in real time on a modern 

GPU and ~ 50,000 times faster than the standard WaveNet. Using a data set of music 

sounds from various NSynth musical instruments, the network can control the pitch 

sound and timbre independently. 

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the generation methods and comparison with 

other models using the following metrics: Number of Statistically-Different Bins 

(NDB), Inception Score (IS), Pitch Accuracy (PA) и Pitch Entropy (PE), (Frechet 

Inception Distance – FID). «+ H» means higher frequency resolution, and «Real Data» 

means that the sample is taken from a test set. 

 
Figure 3.  Comparison of various methods and models 

The GANs generating instantaneous frequency (IF) for the phase component 

outperform other representations and strong base models, including signal-generating 

networks such as WaveNet. Progressive training (P) and an increase in STFT frequency 

resolution (H) increase productivity by helping to separate closely spaced harmonics. 

The obtained samples can be heard on the link [5.2]. 

Conclusion 

WaveNet creates sound samples based on the previous set of sounds 

sequentially. MelNet and GANSynth models generate sound sequences in parallel, so 

they work much faster than WaveNet. 
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Also in the 2 and 3 implementations the spectrogram design method is used, 

which in addition to visualizing the sound allows working with audio samples as 

images. Spectrograms also capture the structure of a higher level of signals than using 

oscillograms and one-dimensional visualization of audio samples as in WaveNet. In 

addition, spectrograms are more compact than waveforms, which allow models to work 

with a large time interval of audio samples. 

The disadvantage of spectrograms is in inability to maintain a local structure as 

sequential methods for generating sound. Therefore, they may be generated with high 

resolution, which also requires certain compute capacity. 

All implementations are based on image processing methods adapted to the task 

of generating music and speech, but in the case of WaveNet, a transition was made 

from 2-dimensional to 1-dimensional. WaveNet is the basis for the development of the 

last two models, as the authors are guided by the results obtained by this model. MelNet 

and GANSynth models contain all the features that WaveNet has, and in many cases 

even surpass it. 

However, the proposed models have disadvantages. While listening to 

synthesized music it was noticed that musical samples have fuzzy rhythms - sometimes 

a rhythm dimension changes. In the generated speech this problem was not found. It is 

necessary to underline, the algorithms imitate speech generation better than music 

because it has a more complex structure and more restrictions. 
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